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Abstract Computer simulations can be employed to Wnd
optimal procedures for developing introgression libraries in
rye with marker-assisted backcrossing. Our objectives were
to investigate the eVects of the employed (1) breeding
scheme, (2) selection strategy, and (3) population sizes on
the donor genome coverage of the library, the number of
introgression lines carrying additional donor chromosome
segments outside the target regions, and the number of
required marker data points. With respect to these target
criteria, a BC3S2 breeding scheme and increasing popula-
tion sizes from early to advanced generations were superior
to a BC2S3 breeding scheme and constant population sizes.
The smallest number of donor segments outside the target
regions was reached with a three-stage selection strategy,
which consists on selection for the target segment, selection
for recombination at Xanking markers and selection for
recurrent parent alleles across the entire genome. Omitting
the selection for Xanking markers in generation BC1

reduced considerably the number of required marker data
points. A pre-selection of chromosomes consisting com-
pletely of donor genome in BC1 was advantageous, if the
eVort in the breeding nursery should kept minimum. Adopt-
ing the described designs can help rye breeders to success-
fully develop introgression libraries.

Introduction

Introgression libraries consist of introgression lines carrying
short marker-deWned donor chromosome segments (target
segments), which were introgressed into a common genetic
background by marker-assisted backcrossing (Eshed and
Zamir 1994). They were employed to detect and utilize
favorable alleles from exotic accessions for enhancing the
genetic variation of elite breeding material (Eshed et al.
1992) and to identify quantitative trait loci (QTL) underly-
ing agronomically important traits (Tanksley et al. 1996).
Gur and Zamir (2004) demonstrated in tomato that exploit-
ing unexplored natural genetic variation via introgression
libraries can lift yield barriers in variety development.

Two rye (Secale cereale L.) BC2S3 introgression librar-
ies (Falke et al. 2008) were developed at the University of
Hohenheim starting in 1999 from a cross of the elite inbred
line L2053-N used as recurrent parent and the heterozygous
Iranian primitive rye accession Altevogt 14160 used as
donor parent. AmpliWed fragment length polymorphism
(AFLP) and simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers were
used to monitor in each backcross and selWng generation
the target segments as well as additional donor chromo-
some segments in the introgression lines and the donor
genome coverage of the introgression library. The mean
number of additional donor segments per introgression line
was Wve for library A and three for library B. Library A
covered 74% of the donor genome and library B 59%.
Favorable eVects of the donor segments on per se (Falke
et al. 2008, 2009a) and testcross (Falke et al. 2009b) perfor-
mance for quality and agronomic traits as well as on pollen-
fertility restoration (Falke et al. 2009c) have been detected.

In backcrossing programs, markers can be used for trac-
ing the presence of the target gene or genome region to be
introgressed (foreground selection) and for accelerating the
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recovery of the recurrent parent genome (background selec-
tion). Main factors determining the eYciency of foreground
and background selection are the breeding scheme, the
selection strategy, and the population sizes (Hospital 2005;
Frisch 2005). For introgression of individual target genes,
simulation studies provided a useful tool to optimize
marker-assisted backcrossing programs (Visscher et al.
1996; Frisch et al. 1999a; Prigge et al. 2008). In the context
of introgression libraries, a Wrst simulation study deter-
mined that in rye three backcross generations are more
advantageous than two (SuniT 2005). Since high-throughput
marker systems are still lacking in rye, the high costs for
DNA extraction, PCR ampliWcation, and conducting
marker analyses are a limiting factor and only optimized
breeding strategies allow the cost eYcient development of
introgression libraries. An in-depth study on such optimum
designs is, however, not available yet.

The goal of our study was to Wnd with computer simula-
tions optimized procedures to develop introgression librar-
ies in rye. In particular, our objectives were to (1)
investigate diVerent breeding schemes, (2) compare various
selection strategies, and (3) examine the eVects of increas-
ing or decreasing population sizes from early to advanced
generations with respect to the donor genome coverage of
the library, additional non-target donor genome segments in
introgression lines, and the number of marker data points
required for developing the introgression library.

Simulations

Genetic map

We considered a genome model of rye consisting of seven
chromosomes of 100 cM length. The genome was covered
with equally spaced markers of 5 cM distance. The Wrst
marker on each chromosome had a distance of 2.5 cM from
the telomere. All markers were polymorphic in the crossing
parents from which the library was developed. The target
donor genome segments were of 20 cM length. In conse-
quence, the Wnal introgression library consisted of 35 intro-
gression lines.

To model recombination along the chromosomes, no
interference in crossover formation (Stam 1979) was
assumed and recombination frequencies were related to the
corresponding map distances with Haldane’s (1919) map-
ping function. Software Plabsoft (Maurer et al. 2008) was
used for the simulations.

Breeding schemes

We simulated a BC2S3 breeding scheme, as carried out
experimentally by Falke et al. (2008), and in addition a

BC3S2 breeding scheme (Fig. 1). For both breeding
schemes, the simulations started with a cross of the homo-
zygous elite inbred line as recurrent parent and the hetero-
zygous exotic donor parent to generate the F1 base
population. Random F1 plants were individually back-
crossed to the recurrent parent to create the BC1 generation.
BC1 plants were selected according to the selection strate-
gies described below and backcrossed to the recurrent par-
ent for producing the BC2 generation. Generation BC2 was
followed by three selWng generations (BC2S3 breeding
scheme) or a third backcross generation and two selWng
generations (BC3S2 breeding scheme). The simulations
were repeated 5,000 times to reduce sampling eVects and
obtain results with a high numerical accuracy.

Selection strategies

For both breeding schemes, we investigated Wve selection
strategies, which diVer in the selection pressure applied to
carrier versus non-carrier chromosomes of the target seg-
ments (Fig. 1).

1. Two-stage selection. In the Wrst selection stage, fore-
ground selection is carried out such that only plants
carrying donor alleles at all markers on the target seg-
ment are pre-selected. In the second stage, selection is
based on an index counting the number of RP alleles at
the entire set of markers outside the target segment.
Two-stage selection is employed in all generations.

2. Three-stage selection A. In generation BC1, two-
stage selection is carried out. Starting with genera-
tion BC2, the following three-stage strategy is
employed. After foreground selection in the Wrst
selection stage, a selection index is determined
based on recombination events between the target
segment and its Xanking markers. The index is 2 for
recombination between the target segment and both
Xanking markers, 1 for recombination on one side of
the target segment, and 0 for no recombination. All
plants with the largest value of the index are pre-
selected. After this second selection stage, the third
selection stage follows, based on the entire set of
markers outside the target segment.

3. Three-stage selection B. Three-stage selection is
employed in all generations.

4. Chromosome selection A. In generation BC1, fore-
ground selection is carried out such that plants
carrying the donor alleles on entire chromosomes
are pre-selected. This is followed by background
selection based on the markers on the remaining
chromosomes. In generation BC2, two-stage selec-
tion is employed and in subsequent generations
three-stage selection.
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5. Chromosome selection B. In generation BC1, selec-
tion is based on entire chromosomes, as in chromo-
some selection A. Three-stage selection is employed
in all subsequent generations, including generation
BC2.

Success criteria

To quantify and compare the success of the diVerent breed-
ing schemes and selection strategies with respect to the
genomic composition of the resulting introgression libraries

Fig. 1 Overview of two breed-
ing schemes and Wve selection 
strategies employed for the 
development of rye introgres-
sion libraries starting with a 
cross of the recurrent parent 
(RP) and the donor parent (DP)
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and the required costs, we determined for each scenario the
following success criteria: (1) Donor genome coverage of
the introgression library, assessed at markers on the target
segments. (2) Proportion of the recurrent parent alleles at
markers outside the target segments (RPM). (3) Average
number of donor alleles at markers outside the target
segments per introgression line (ADM). (4) Number of
introgression lines within an introgression library, which
carry in addition to the target segment further donor alleles
at markers outside the target segments (LDM). (5) Number
of marker data points (MDP) required to develop the intro-
gression library. (To shorten notation, we abbreviate thou-
sand MDP with kMDP.)

The development of an introgression library was consid-
ered as successful, if the following two criteria were met:
(1) The donor genome coverage was 100%, i.e., each target
segment is carried by one line of the library. (2) LDM < 1,
i.e., the expected number of introgression lines within an
introgression library, which are carrying donor alleles at
markers outside the target segments, is smaller than one.

Population sizes

The breeding schemes and selection strategies were
compared with respect to the success criteria employing
constant population sizes n of 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140,
160, 180, and 200 plants throughout all backcross and sel-
Wng generations. For the BC3S2 breeding scheme, we addi-
tionally compared scenarios with decreasing and increasing
populations sizes from early to advanced generations of the
breeding scheme. These scenarios were characterized by
diVerences � = ¡50, …, 50 (in steps of 10) in the popula-
tion sizes of two subsequent generations (Table 1).

Results

For both breeding schemes, a donor genome coverage of
100% was reached irrespective of the employed selection
strategy and population sizes. The BC3S2 breeding scheme
outperformed the BC2S3 breeding scheme with respect to
genomic composition of the resulting introgression librar-
ies. It reached greater values for RPM and smaller values
for ADM and LDM for any combination of selection strat-
egy and population sizes (Table 2). The BC2S3 breeding
scheme required more MDP than the BC3S2 breeding
scheme only for small population sizes (n = 20), but less for
population sizes of n = 40 and larger.

For the BC2S3 breeding scheme, the success criterion that
on expectation less than one introgression line within the Wnal
introgression library carries additional donor alleles at mark-
ers outside the target segment (LDM < 1) could not be
achieved with any simulated scenario (Table 2). For the
BC3S2 breeding scheme and constant population sizes across
generations, LDM < 1 was reached for three-stage selection B
with population sizes of n ¸ 100, and for the other selection
strategies with population sizes between n ¸ 120 and 200.

Two-stage selection resulted in greater values for LDM
than the other selection strategies with the exception of
chromosome selection B (for n = 20; Table 2). This poor
performance with respect to the genomic composition was
accompanied with large numbers of required MDP, only
three-stage selection B required more MDP (for n ¸ 100).

Three-stage selection A reached smaller LDM values
than the other selection strategies with the exception of
three-stage selection B (Table 2). This good performance
was accompanied by few required MDP, only chromosome
selection B in combination with small population sizes
(n · 40) required less MDP.

Three-stage selection B reached the smallest LDM val-
ues of all selection strategies (Table 2). However, it
required large numbers of MDP, only two-stage selection
with small population sizes (n · 60) required more MDP.
The selection pressure aVects the carrier chromosome of
the target segments since the Wrst BC generation in three-
stage selection B. Thus, linkage drag is here reduced most
eYciently among all selection strategies.

Chromosome selection A reached lower LDM values than
chromosome selection B but required more MDP (Table 2).
The chromosome selection strategies did not reach LDM val-
ues as small as those of three-stage selection B. They also did
not reach as small numbers of required MDP as those of
three-stage selection A, with the exception of chromosomes
selection B and small population sizes n · 40.

In the scenarios with decreasing and increasing population
sizes from early to advanced generations of the BC3S2 breed-
ing scheme (Table 1), only three-stage selection A and B
reached LDM values <1 (Fig. 2). For all diVerences � between

Table 1 Decreasing and increasing population sizes from early to
advanced generations employed in the simulations for the BC3S2
breeding scheme

� is the diVerence in population size of two subsequent generations

� Population sizes (n)

BC1 BC2 BC3 BC3S1 BC3S2

¡50 220 170 120 70 20

¡40 200 160 120 80 40

¡30 180 150 120 90 60

¡20 160 140 120 100 80

¡10 140 130 120 110 100

0 120 120 120 120 120

10 100 110 120 130 140

20 80 100 120 140 160

30 60 90 120 150 180

40 40 80 120 160 200

50 20 70 120 170 220
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Table 2 Proportion of the recurrent parent alleles at markers outside
the target segments (RPM), average number of donor alleles at markers
outside the target segments per introgression line (ADM), number of
introgression lines carrying donor alleles at markers outside the target

segment (LDM), and total number of required marker data points in
thousands (kMDP) for the BC2S3 and BC3S2 breeding schemes with
Wve selection strategies and constant population sizes n in all genera-
tions

Selection strategy Population size (n)

20a 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

BC2S3 breeding scheme

Two-stage selection

RPM 97.66 98.28 98.80 99.09 99.27 99.40 99.49 99.56 99.62 99.66

ADM 3.78 3.03 2.42 2.07 1.87 1.72 1.62 1.54 1.47 1.42

LDM 29.41 26.94 23.62 20.90 18.61 16.62 14.92 13.57 12.33 11.38

kMDP 36.45 48.09 66.67 84.49 101.72 118.53 134.98 151.20 166.89 182.77

Three-stage selection A

RPM 97.43 98.19 98.79 99.15 99.37 99.53 99.64 99.72 99.78 99.82

ADM 4.48 3.71 3.18 2.88 2.66 2.47 2.32 2.17 2.06 1.96

LDM 27.04 23.20 17.98 14.06 11.26 9.07 7.41 6.15 5.09 4.30

kMDP 30.52 35.63 45.62 54.87 64.22 73.41 82.84 92.16 101.62 111.09

Three-stage selection B

RPM 97.63 98.45 99.07 99.39 99.57 99.69 99.76 99.82 99.86 99.88

ADM 4.45 3.66 3.04 2.69 2.41 2.20 2.04 1.94 1.82 1.75

LDM 25.41 20.13 14.54 10.94 8.46 6.73 5.47 4.50 3.76 3.19

kMDP 35.95 49.33 68.43 86.02 102.60 118.45 134.05 149.44 165.40 181.16

Chromosome selection A

RPM 96.30 97.31 98.13 98.63 98.96 99.20 99.38 99.49 99.59 99.66

ADM 5.87 4.79 4.02 3.57 3.26 2.99 2.77 2.59 2.44 2.30

LDM 29.97 26.77 22.13 18.31 15.21 12.77 10.80 9.28 7.93 6.96

kMDP 32.50 39.42 53.20 65.96 77.84 89.53 100.81 112.05 122.88 134.16

Chromosome selection B

RPM 96.40 97.40 98.16 98.60 98.89 99.10 99.25 99.36 99.44 99.51

ADM 5.57 4.32 3.48 2.99 2.67 2.44 2.26 2.13 2.03 1.95

LDM 30.74 28.68 25.22 22.21 19.77 17.61 15.85 14.30 13.07 11.94

kMDP 28.46 34.19 46.36 58.26 69.98 81.70 93.17 104.50 115.80 127.00

BC3S2 breeding scheme

Two-stage selection

RPM 98.99 99.40 99.68 99.81 99.88 99.92 99.95 99.97 99.98 99.98

ADM 2.20 1.70 1.38 1.21 1.13 1.09 1.06 1.04 1.02 1.01

LDM 21.82 16.60 11.19 7.43 4.98 3.38 2.31 1.59 1.10 0.77

kMDP 35.53 53.37 74.70 94.92 114.57 133.82 152.87 171.27 189.68 207.86

Three-stage selection A

RPM 99.16 99.62 99.85 99.93 99.97 99.98 99.99 99.99 100.00 100.00

ADM 2.35 1.84 1.53 1.37 1.32 1.25 1.23 1.20 1.16 1.21

LDM 17.06 9.88 4.65 2.24 1.16 0.62 0.34 0.21 0.12 0.07

kMDP 29.41 39.49 52.05 64.20 76.22 88.32 100.67 112.93 125.40 137.87

Three-stage selection B

RPM 99.32 99.76 99.93 99.97 99.99 99.99 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

ADM 2.28 1.76 1.48 1.33 1.28 1.21 1.15 1.11 1.11 1.08

LDM 14.35 6.51 2.37 1.01 0.47 0.22 0.13 0.08 0.05 0.03

kMDP 33.39 52.15 74.10 95.24 115.60 135.59 155.25 174.24 193.51 213.00

Chromosome selection A

RPM 98.80 99.43 99.76 99.89 99.94 99.97 99.98 99.99 99.99 100.00
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the population sizes of subsequent generations, the lowest
LDM values were reached by three-stage selection B and the
lowest number of MDP were required by three-stage selection
A. Three-stage selection A in combination with increasing
population sizes (� = 40) reached an LDM value smaller than
one with the minimum number of required MDP (t80,000).

Discussion

Earlier simulation studies on introgression libraries

In a simulation study, SuniT (2005) investigated the devel-
opment of introgression libraries in rye and determined that

three generations of backcrossing are superior over two.
His approach diVers from our study in (1) the use of the
recurrent parent genome content as success criterion, (2)
the investigated population sizes, and (3) the employed
selection strategies.

The recurrent parent genome content reached after six
backcross generations with random selection of plants car-
rying the target gene was suggested as success criterion in
simulations studies on marker-assisted backcrossing
(Frisch et al. 1999a). The main focus in gene introgression
programs is the phenotypic congruency of the recurrent
parent and the converted line, which is highly correlated
with the recurrent parent genome content of the converted
line. Therefore, this criterion is suitable for marker-assisted

Table 2 continued

A donor genome coverage of 100% was reached for both breeding schemes irrespective of the selection strategy and the population size
a n = 40 in selWng generations

Selection strategy Population size (n)

20a 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

ADM 2.83 2.15 1.75 1.57 1.48 1.39 1.33 1.26 1.26 1.17

LDM 20.19 12.54 6.42 3.39 1.88 1.07 0.66 0.40 0.25 0.17

kMDP 29.55 42.23 58.23 73.14 87.94 102.12 116.41 130.57 144.25 158.25

Chromosome selection B

RPM 98.62 99.24 99.62 99.79 99.88 99.93 99.95 99.97 99.98 99.99

ADM 2.89 2.19 1.75 1.54 1.41 1.32 1.26 1.21 1.19 1.16

LDM 22.55 16.53 10.21 6.42 4.11 2.64 1.76 1.15 0.80 0.56

kMDP 27.82 38.52 53.04 67.37 81.34 95.25 109.21 122.93 136.69 150.30

Fig. 2 Number of introgression 
lines carrying donor alleles at 
markers outside the target seg-
ment (LDM) and total number of 
required marker data points in 
thousands (kMDP) for the 
BC3S2 breeding scheme with 
decreasing and increasing popu-
lation sizes from early to 
advanced generations and Wve 
selection strategies. � denotes 
the diVerence in population size 
between two subsequent genera-
tions
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gene introgression programs. However, the main focus of
introgression libraries is on obtaining a deWned genomic
composition of the introgression lines. This genomic com-
position is described in detail with the success criteria
RPM, ADM, and LDM employed in our study.

The population sizes investigated by SuniT (2005) were
held constant across all generations. However, increasing
population sizes from early to advanced generations require
less MDP than constant population sizes (Frisch et al.
1999a). Therefore, we investigated in our study also scenar-
ios with increasing population sizes.

Population sizes of n < 20 in selWng generations bear the
risk of reducing severely the donor genome coverage of the
introgression library. Consider a backcross plant carrying a
target segment of length d = 0.2 M. The probability that,
after selWng, a progeny carries the target segment homozy-
gous is p = (1 ¡ r)2/4 with r = (1 ¡ e¡2d)/2 when assuming
no interference. To obtain with the probability of success q
at least one plant carrying the complete target segment
homozygous, population sizes of at least n = ln(1 ¡ q)/
ln(1 ¡ p) are required (cf. Frisch et al. 1999b). Thus, for
q = 99.9%, population sizes n > 36 are required. Therefore,
we employed a minimum population size of n = 40 to avoid
a loss of donor genome coverage through recombination in
the target segments during the selWng generations.

The two-stage selection strategy adopted by SuniT
(2005) requires more MDP than alternative selection strate-
gies (Frisch et al. 1999a). However, the high costs for

marker analyses are the limiting factor in the development
of introgression libraries in rye. Therefore, we devised in
our study new selection strategies developed especially for
developing introgression libraries and compared their
eYciency with respect to the MDP and LDM values.

Breeding scheme

As a starting point for our simulations, we choose a BC2S3

breeding scheme as carried out experimentally by Falke
et al. (2008). However, LDM values smaller than one were
not reached, even with population sizes of n = 200 (Table 2).
In additional simulations (data not shown), we found that at
least population sizes of n = 600 and 300 kMDP were neces-
sary to reach LDM < 1 with the BC2S3 breeding scheme.
Replacing one selWng generation by a backcross generation
requires the same time for the development of the introgres-
sion library, but with the BC3S2 breeding scheme LDM val-
ues <1 were reached for many scenarios (Table 2).
Consequently, the BC3S2 breeding scheme is better suited to
develop introgression libraries in rye than the BC2S3 breed-
ing scheme, because it eYciently reduces the donor genome
outside the target segments.

Breeding schemes with four, Wve or six generations of
backcrossing were investigated in further series of simula-
tions. The increasing number of backcrossing generations
reduced the necessary population sizes at the expense of
time and number of MDP required (Table 3). Thus, breeding

Table 3 Proportion of the recurrent parent alleles at markers outside
the target segments (RPM), average number of donor alleles at markers
outside the target segments per introgression line (ADM), number of
introgression lines carrying donor alleles at markers outside the target

segment (LDM), and total number of required marker data points in
thousands (kMDP) for BC4S2, BC5S2, and BC6S2 breeding schemes
with three-stage selection A and constant population sizes n in all
generations

a n = 40 in selWng generations

Breeding scheme Population sizes (n)

20a 30a 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

BC4S2

RPM 99.67 99.83 99.91 99.96 99.98 99.99 99.99 100.00 100.00

ADM 1.63 1.41 1.29 1.18 1.12 1.08 1.05 1.02 1.01

LDM 9.53 5.66 3.48 1.77 0.91 0.48 0.24 0.12 0.07

kMDP 31.33 38.33 44.88 52.67 60.26 67.81 75.32 82.79 90.27

BC5S2

RPM 99.83 99.93 99.97 99.99 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

ADM 1.34 1.19 1.11 1.06 1.03 1.02 1.01 1.01 1.00

LDM 5.98 2.83 1.37 0.57 0.22 0.10 0.04 0.02 0.01

kMDP 33.91 42.39 50.47 59.69 68.67 77.60 86.47 95.43 104.30

BC6S2

RPM 99.90 99.97 99.99 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

ADM 1.20 1.09 1.04 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

LDM 3.89 1.51 0.59 0.20 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00

kMDP 36.66 46.61 56.08 66.59 77.04 87.37 97.73 107.96 118.25
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schemes with four or more backcrossing generations have
only a limited utility.

In conclusion, our results suggest that the BC3S2 breed-
ing scheme is the most eYcient for developing rye intro-
gression libraries.

Selection strategies

The investigated selection strategies diVer in (1) the selec-
tion pressure applied to the carrier versus non-carrier chro-
mosomes of the target segments in backcross and selWng
generations and (2) the number of simultaneously con-
ducted backcross programs b (Fig. 1). These two factors
aVect both the genomic composition of the introgression
library and the number of required MDP.

Three-stage selection diVers from two-stage selection
in the pre-selection of plants with recombination between
the target segments and Xanking markers, which is carried
out between the foreground and background selection
stages. This eYciently reduces the length of the donor
genome (linkage drag) attached to the target segments
(Frisch and Melchinger 2001). Since linkage drag is a
main source of donor genome in converted lines when no
selection for Xanking markers is carried out, this reduc-
tion is the reason for the smaller LDM values of three-
stage selection compared with two-stage selection. When
three-stage selection is employed in generation BC2 or
later, only the few pre-selected recombinant plants are
analyzed for the entire set of markers outside the target
region. This explains the smaller number of MDP
required for three-stage selection A compared with two-
stage selection.

In three-stage selection A, a high selection pressure is
imposed on the carrier chromosomes of the target seg-
ments starting with generation BC2, whereas in three-
stage selection B it is imposed starting with generation
BC1. This results in the most eYcient reduction of the
linkage drag and the lowest LDM values of three-stage
selection B among all selection strategies. When three-
stage selection is employed in generation BC1, it does not
result in a reduction of the required MDP, because analy-
sis of the entire set of markers is required for all BC1

plants to conduct foreground selection for the target seg-
ments. However, the higher selection pressure on the car-
rier chromosome of the target segments is accompanied
by a smaller selection pressure on the remaining chromo-
somes. Thus, in generation BC2, a higher proportion of
heterozygous markers need to be analyzed with three-
stage selection B than with three-stage selection A. This
explains the greater number of MDP required with three-
stage selection B.

Chromosome selection A and B diVer from two- and
three-stage selection in the selection of plants carrying

entire donor chromosomes in generation BC1. Thus, chro-
mosome selection A and B require in BC2 only as many
simultaneously conducted backcross programs b as the
species has chromosomes, i.e., seven in rye. In contrast,
for two- and three-stage selection, separate backcross pro-
grams are needed for each target segment. A segment
length of 20 cM and a genome length of 7 M result hence
in b = 35 simultaneously conducted backcross programs.
Consequently, the chromosome selection strategies have
the advantage of saving money and time by reducing the
eVort in the breeding nursery. This aspect is of particular
importance for developing introgression libraries with
short target segments, because the development of such
libraries needs otherwise a large number of simulta-
neously conducted backcross programs in generation
BC1.

In conclusion, the suitability of the investigated selection
strategies depends on the goals during the development of
the introgression library: (1) Three-stage selection B is
superior to the other strategies if the lowest possible LDM
values are desired. (2) Three-stage selection A is superior to
the other strategies if the number of required MDP should
be minimum by simultaneously obtaining low LDM values.
(3) Chromosome selection A is superior to other selection
strategies if the eVort in the breeding nursery should be
minimum.

Population sizes

The employed population sizes are, besides the breeding
scheme and the selection strategy, an important factor
aVecting the genomic composition of introgression lines
and the number of MDP required for developing introgres-
sion libraries.

Decreasing population sizes from early to advanced gen-
erations (� < 0) resulted in larger LDM values than constant
or increasing population sizes (� ¸ 0; Fig. 2). Further, they
require more MDP, because a large numbers of markers,
which are not yet Wxed for the RP allele, are analyzed in the
large populations of early generations. Consequently,
decreasing population sizes show no advantages with any
of the investigated selection strategies.

With increasing population sizes (� > 0) from early to
advanced generations, a minimum of the required MDP
was observed at � t 40 for all selection strategies except
three-stage selection B (Fig. 2). At this minimum, three-
stage selection A required the least MDP of all selection
strategies and simultaneously reached LDM values smaller
than one. We, therefore, conclude that the optimal design to
develop a rye introgression library carrying on expectation
less than one line with donor alleles outside the target seg-
ment is a BC3S2 breeding scheme with three-stage selection
A and increasing population sizes.
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Comparison with experimental data

The rye introgression libraries of Falke et al. (2008) were
developed with a BC2S3 breeding scheme and a sequential
selection strategy consisting of three stages. (1) Foreground
selection for the target segments. (2) Pre-selection based on
a low number of additional donor chromosome segments
outside the target segments. (3) Selection of the Wnal plants
for backcrossing/selWng on basis of the RP alleles at markers
outside the target segments. This procedure can be regarded
as a reWnement of the two-stage selection strategy described
in this study and, therefore, the results of Falke et al. (2008)
can be compared with the presented simulations. Each
library consists of 40 BC2S3 introgression lines, which con-
tained on average Wve (introgression library A) and three
(introgression library B) target segments and covered 74 and
59% of the donor genome. Thus, the average number of tar-
get segments per line is in good agreement with our ADM
values for the BC2S3 breeding scheme using two-stage
selection and small population sizes. In contrast, the donor
genome coverage and the number of required MDP of Falke
et al. (2008) were lower than in our simulations. From a
retrospective point of view, our simulations suggest that
employing the BC3S2 breeding scheme, three-stage selection
A, and larger population sizes in the selWngs could be
regarded as an optimized design of this experiment.

The results of our study showed that the breeding scheme,
the selection strategy, and the population sizes considerably
inXuence the genomic composition of the introgression lines
and the eVort for developing introgression libraries. Conse-
quently, an optimal design is of crucial importance for
eYciently developing introgression libraries. The guidelines
developed in this study may help plant breeders and geneti-
cists to successfully develop introgression libraries in partic-
ular in rye, but also in other crops with a similar genome size,
such as barley. Moreover, the Wne tuning of breeding pro-
grams for the development of introgression libraries can be
investigated with individual simulations depending on the
speciWc goals in developing the library.
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